
Tailored Homeschool Curriculum 
Created by Lincoln Learning Solutions, the uniquely designed Lincoln Empowered™ PreK-12th grade 
homeschool curriculum gives students the opportunity to far exceed state and national standards. Using a 
variety of media, students learn new and exciting grade-appropriate content. Captivating instructional 
videos introduce and explain concepts, while online games, simulations, and custom activities gauge 
students understanding of concepts and make real-world connections. Every piece of the Lincoln 
Empowered curriculum is designed to achieve consistency and significance throughout the student’s day. 
Are you ready to power up the learning?



Elementary (PreKindergarten - 5th Grade)
Dynamic Online Activities
Developed by and featuring experienced professional educators, Lincoln Empowered's instructional videos inspire, 
motivate, and prepare students to learn, while our interactive games provide fun ways for students to reinforce and 
master challenging concepts.

Extensive Supplies and Materials
Because learning can be a hands-on experience, Lincoln Empowered courses come equipped with all of the tools, 
supplies, and materials that make learning real and tactile.

Comprehensive Support Guides
With Lincoln Empowered, you're never alone. You can depend on our comprehensive parent guides for learning 
success tips, course navigation, and direction for all parents and students.

Secondary (6th - 12th Grade)
Engaging Online Activities
Students work with online manipulatives like PhET simulations, games, and custom activities to gauge students 
understanding of concepts and make real-world connections.

Intuitive Design
Because all Lincoln Learning Solutions content is created from the same research-based instructional principles and 
learning design, students feel comfortable and confident as they engage with our content.

Services and Support
Our product training team creates step-by-step instructional documents and videos, while our support teams assist 
with all content and technology questions and issues.

We focus on the power of a predictable learning routine or rhythm of learning -- a seamless blend of content and 
best-in-class technology that creates a pathway for students to own learning. Because all Lincoln Learning Solutions content 
is created from the same research-based instructional principles and learning design, students feel comfortable and 
confident as they engage with our secondary content.

We have integrated our curriculum with the leading software platforms and a nationally recognized assessment item bank 
provider for teaching and learning, making navigation of our courses and content simple. Our goal is to make the technology 
disappear, enabling students to focus on course content and empowering them to establish their own learning paths.

Learn More! Visit info.lincolnlearningsolutions.org/homeschool


